
Contact us now for your skydive

Fallschirm-Ausbildung / Tandem-Fallschirmsprünge / Fallschirm-Events 
German base of the „Father of Freefly“ Olaf Zipser / E-Wheel Base Südpfalz

DROP ZONE SCHWEIGHOFEN
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Distances to cities nearby:

Landau – Schweighofen: 
Karlsruhe – Schweighofen: 
Kaiserslautern – Schweighofen: 
Strasbourg – Schweighofen:
Stuttgart – Schweighofen:
Frankfurt – Schweighofen:

Fallschirmsportzentrum 
Südpfalz e.V. 
Flugplatz Schweighofen  
76889 Schweighofen  
0176 63 13 72 82 
info@fsc-suedpfalz.de  

_www.fsc-suedpfalz.de / Instagram: fsc suedpfalz / Facebook: FSC Südpfalz

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Anyone between 7-99 years old, between 120-190 cm height 
(3.9 - 6.2 ft), max. 90 kg (198 lbs) weight and good health 
can jump. Show up in comfortable, casual clothing or trainers 
and sneakers or comfortable shoes without hooks on the 
outside. We will provide you with a jumpsuit, leather cap and 
safety goggles. Please book your video directly, it will be edited 
locally and you can take it with you right after your jump. 

You will never experience the 
sky the same way again. 

Be airborne from a 
civilian plane!

4000m (13.500ft)

50 seconds free-fall 

5 minutes parachute ride 

A LIFETIME EXPERIENCE 

in Germany



Jump from 4000m (13.500ft) with our Pilatus Porter 
PC-6 (D-FCLG), which holds the world’s height record of 
13,485 meters. 
In free-fall you are traveling for 50+ seconds 200 km/h 
(124 mph), which equals 55 meters (164 feet) per second and 
feels like floating on an air cushion.
Your will jump so close to the german-french border, that you 
might cross the border mid-flight (depending on wind condi-
tions) multiple times.
Under a parachute there is a wonderfully calm and peace-
ful descent over the stunning view of the Southern Palatine 
Vista. FSC Südpfalz e.V. was established in 1974. Since then, 
skydivers and tandem guests have participated in a total of 
222.000 jumps in the beautiful Schweighofen and Südpfalz 
area. This is equivalent to flying around the world 20 times! 
With their combined altitude, a total of 3.600+ hours were 
spent in free-fall. FSC Südpfalz is unique because we are the 
only skydivers to soar over the german-french border half a 
million times.

Many consider their choice to become a skydiver their most im-
portant decision. Not only is skydiving a wonderful sport with 
a variety of great disciplines, it also changes people’s outlook 
on life. 
Should you choose to continue toward your civilian skydiving 
license our club is a fully- rated training facility by the United 
States Parachute Association (USPA).The drop zone is USPA-en-
dorsed and capable issuing U.S. parachuting licenses A through 
D. We have english-speaking staff on hand and have trained 
many U.S. Military, civilians and and international skydivers. 
Most of our traveling visitors have chosen to make Schweig-
hofen their home drop zone during their time in Europe. 
Our skydiving club in Schweighofen has safely licensed many 
US-Personnel with the help of our English-speaking staff. 

Just a reasonable car ride from your location you will find the 
small airfield of Schweighofen , a wonderfully chilled place 
in the picturesque southern Rhineland- Palatine, an area so 
beautiful that millions of people spend their holidays there. 
We are so close to the German-French border that skydivers 
often cross the border multiple times during a jump. Bring 
your friends, they’ll enjoy the fun atmosphere and the welco-
ming crowd too, we have a restaurant on-site and a camping 
ground.
Simply go to www.fsc-suedpfalz.de/englisch, sign up for 
your tandem jump, pick a date, pay and you are ready to get air-
borne. Don’t forget to ask for a video flyer for your jump. All 
military with a valid ID are eligible for a 10% discount on a 
tandem jump that includes a video flyer! [If you book the 
tandem plus the camera flyer you are eligible for a 10% special 
military discount on the jump fee, needs a valid US Forces I.D.]

AN EXCITING AND FUN 
SKY EXPERIENCE 

OUR DROP ZONE IS 
USPA-ENDORSED

GETTING AIRBORNE FAST 
IS EASY 

You will never experience the sky the same way 
again!

Get your USPA skydiving license in Germany.  

Jump on a Wednesday, on a Friday or on a weekend. 


